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ABSTRACT
A Stanat 315, two high-four high, combination
rolling mill is used to cold roll annealed, low
carbon steel strips.

A method of measuring the

rolling load was presented.

The method consisted

of constructing a load cell using SR-4 strain gages
attached to a steel column.

The load cell was placed

under the hold down screw of the rolling mill and a
known load was applied.

The stresses from this load

were transferred to the mill housing where another
SR-4 strain gage was located.

The strain in the mill

housing was recorded at the corresponding applied
load.

During rolling, the strain in the mill hous

ing was recorded and corresponded to the rolling load.
Photomicrographs of the two-phase strips were shown
after each pass and the rolling load-percentage reduc
tion relationship was presented.

The photomicrographs

served as a guide in evaluating the effect of the
rolling load on the flow of the two-phase material.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the cold rolling operation, the main concern
is in the plastic flow of the material between the
rolls.

The rolling load represents the load exerted

by the rolls on the material causing it to plastically
flow.

The measurement of the rolling load constitutes

a realistic account of the material flow during
rolling.
The deformation of a material by rolling may be
considered to be two-dimensional, in which the reduc
tion in thickness is transferred into an increase in
length with relatively no lateral spread.

The pro

cess of the deformation is by direct compression,
with the material flowing at right angles to the
direction of compression.
The microstructure of low carbon steel at room
temperature consists of ferrite and cementite.

De

pending upon prior treatment, the cementite may occur
(1) in conjunction with the ferrite as pearlite (2)
as massive iron carbide or (3) as small discrete par
ticles of iron carbide.
The low carbon steel sheets used in this in
vestigation had been previously cold rolled and
annealed, producing massive iron carbide embedded in
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a ferrite matrix.

This microstructure is classified

as a two-phase material in which the matrix phase is
soft and ductile and the secondary phase embedded in
the matrix is hard and brittle.
The hard brittle phase embedded in the ductile
matrix creates a disturbance in the flow of the soft
matrix.

This disturbance of the flow and the flow

of the soft matrix itself tends to break off irregu
lar shaped sections of the hard particle at low rolling
loads and produces a smooth surface parallel to the
direction of rolling.

At higher rolling loads the

fragments of the particle flow with the soft matrix
and the distance separating them is increased.
A microscopic examination of the material is
presented in this thesis, correlating the microstruc
ture with the rolling load.
The effects of cold rolling a two-phase material,
in which one phase is soft and ductile compared to a
hard brittle second phase, have been investigated to
a very limited extent and only a few published
articles appear in the literature.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
With the development of the metallurgical mi
croscope, the effect of the microstructure on the
mechanical properties of metals was first realized.
Sorby^^ in 1887 gave the first definitive
example of the effects of microstructure on the
mechanical properties of annealed gray iron castings.
As metallographic science progressed, the
effects of deformations on the microstructure and
related mechanical properties were recognized.

The

deformation phenomena occurring during the rolling
of a metal have been investigated by a number of
authors t(2)(3)(4)
It was assumed in these early investigations
that the material itself was isotropic.

This

should not be confused with the term "homogenous
deformation" used in cold rolling.

Homogenous

deformation refers to the assumption that in
rolling a metal, plane vertical sections within
the metal remain plane, whereas inhomogenous defor
mation considers that the plane vertical sections
do not remain plane.

In rolling, a homogenous ma

terial also refers to an assumption that the flow of
the material is that of a single phase multi-grain
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material*
In 1883 one of the first investigations on the
flow of material during rolling was conducted by A.
/6)
Hollenberg. ' His technique employed the use of plugs
of wrought-iron inserted into a hot rolled wroughtiron bar.

This was accomplished by drilling a series

of holes in the bar perpendicular to the surfaces ex
posed to the rolls.
the rolls.

The bar was heated and fed through

After cooling, the bar was sectioned

through the plugs in order to evaluate their shape.
The tests showed that the plugs become curved, in the
process of rolling, in a direction opposite to that
of the movement of the bar.

This indicates a flow of

material in the inner portions of the bar relative to
the surface in a backward direction.
Metz^^ substituted screws for the plugs used by
Hollenberg.

The degree of compression at various

heights in the bar

changed the pitch of the screws

and the bending of the screws indicated the flow of
the material.

He also machined rectangular grooves

on the surface of the bar to indicate surface flow.
The hot rolling of an aluminum block was investi/ o\

gated by H. Unchel.

1 His

method was essentially a

combination of the work of Hollenberg and Metz in
which he used plugs and grooves with the block to
give indication of the flow of the material during
rolling.
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Altering the material to be tested, however,
effects the flow of the material*

The following ob

servations illustrate this point:

Sets of grooved

lines on the surfaces indicate only the surface flow
of the material and do not show internal flow.

These

lines or grooves may disturb the frictional relation
ship between the material and the rolls.

The use of

plugged holes for showing the flow of the material
within the bar may upset the flow.

Although the ma

terial of the plug may be identical with that of the
bar, it is not part of the bar and may not, therefore
deform as the original material which it has replaced

(Q)
might have done.

Bearing in mind these possible factors influenc
ing the flow of the material, the results of the ex
perimental work on the flow of material in rolling is
summarized by Underwood.
1.

In general.straight lines on the sides of the
bar perpendicular to the direction of rolling
do not remain straight during or after roll
ing, but become curved in a direction opposed
to that of roiling.

In other words, plane

vertical sections do not remain plane during
rolling and the material within the bar tends
to lag behind that of the rolled surfaces.
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Figure 1 represents diagramatically inhomogenous deformation.
2.

Straight lines scribed across the rolled
surface of the material at right angles to
the direction of rolling remain sensibly
straight.

This indicates that, in general,

the material flows forward at an equal speed
at all points from the edge to the center of
the stock.
3.

That rectangular networks of lines on the bar
remain rectangular after rolling.

In the foregoing discussion, the material was assumed
to be homogenous or consisting of a single-phase,
multi-grained metal.

Despite the obvious technologi

cal importance of the subject, especially in the field
of dispersion hardening, it was not until 1936 that an
attempt was made to study the effects of rolling a
two-phase alloy.

The pioneer in this area of interest
(11\

was Hermann Unckel.
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He used a leaded brass as a typical example of a
soft plastic phase in a harder matrix.

He found that

upon rolling, the lead particles were compressed only
slightly more than the specimen as a whole.
"The test-piece broke after 537. reduction in spite
of the fact that both alpha brass and the lead are
highly plastic if deformed independently of each
other and have a much greater capacity for coldwork. The greater brittleness of the alloy may be
due partly to special stress accumulations through
the discontinuities in the brass structure by the
lead particles, which may act like notches."(12)
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An alloy, typical of a soft matrix with a harder
but plastic inclusion, consisting of 94% copper,
iron, was tested by Unckel.

6%

He found that the defor

mation of the iron particle was less than the test
piece, but the difference diminishes with increasing
degree of reduction.
An alloy of 887. aluminum, 12% silicon, was chosen
by Unckel as characteristic of one containing a very
hard and brittle constituent in a very soft and plas
tic matrix.

Upon rolling, the silicon particle fre

quently broke up into small fragments with the soft
matrix flowing around the particle*
Three probable arrangements of a two-phase
alloy are:
1.

Two ductile phases, the ductility range
between the two insignificant.

2.

One phase much more ductile than the other.

3.

A hard brittle phase and a ductile phase.

The first case represents homogeneity of the
material with respect to itself during flow.
The second does not represent a homogeneous flow
since deformation occurs first in the softer phase of
the two phases present.
"High stresses are set up in the region near the
boundary between the phases. If the stress con
centration is insufficient to exceed the yield
point of the harder phase, additional deformation
will occur in the softer phase. But with ever
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increasing applied stresses, the stress level
will approach that of the yield point of the
harder phase. Under such a condition, the softer
phases might induce the harder to deform near its
boundary while the harder phase restricts the de
formation of the softer phases in the vicinity of
the boundary.” (13)
The third type of two-phase alloy, the hardductile case, may be further classified into three
types.
"1.

Continuous brittle phases surrounding the
ductile phase.

2.

Discontinuous brittle phase surrounding the
ductile phase.

3.

Discontinuous brittle phase distributed
randomly in the ductile matrix.

Particles of Fe^C in a matrix of alpha iron falls
under type three and would also constitute the micro
structure of some low carbon steels.

The difference

in hardness between cementite and ferrite is of the
order of seven to one.

This factor is influenced by

the chemistry of the ferrite and the occurrence of the
cementite.

"Microscopic examination of these alloys

indicates that plastic deformation occurs only in the
ductile matrix."
Although in this study, we are not so interested
in the effect of the dispersed particles on the mechan
ical properties, various experiments have been per
formed to evaluate this phenomenon.
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Gensamer and colleagues reported their work on
dispersed carbides in ferrite on the plastic properties
/16)
of steel.
f Gensamer concluded that:
"1.

The resistance to deformation (yield strength,
tensile strength, hardness) varies linearly
with the logarithm of the mean un-interrupted
path through the continuous phase.

2.

The amount of the hard dispersed phase is of
less consequence than the mean path through
the soft, continuous phase.

Hermann Unckel studied the influence of varying
spacing of the pearlite lamellae, on hardness, yield
point and tensile strength and found an exponential
relationship connecting the properties with spacing.
The formula he hypothesized was H = Ae

+ C, where

C represents the hardness of the soft matrix, A + C
the hardness of the hard phase, B governs the steepness
of the curve and y is the interlamellar spacing.
"This formula is based on the assumption that
tinder plastic deformation of a soft mass con
taining hard particles, each successive layer
of the matrix adjoining an embedded particle
has to carry a load equal to the sum of the
loads in all previous layers, reckoned towards
the particle.
In other words, the stress de
creases exponentially as the distance from the
particle increases. This type of expression
seems to fit in with the behavior of twophase alloys in general."(18)
"The hard embedded particles exert a stiffening
influence upon the surrounding ground mass as it tends
towards a yield p o i n t . " T h i s

influence would tend to
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a maximum if the harder phase surrounded the soft m a 
trix in a continuous network and a minimum when iso
lated from each other, and widely dispersed in the
soft matrix.
It might be noteworthy to point out here, that
although we have been discussing the exponential re
lationship of the deformation resistance of the soft
matrix brought about by the hard embedded particles,
we must also expect an exponential relation between
the deformation property and the thickness of the
weaker matrix lying between the harder constituents.
"This layer thickness now depends upon the quantita
tive portion of the hard phase in the structure and
partly on the fineness of its s u b d i v i s i o n . " ^ ^ We
can not also forget that the grain size plays a key
role in influencing the mechanical properties.
"...This effect is, in comparison to the proportional
relations between the harder particles, slight."

C2iy

The second phase particles create a disturbance
in the flow of the softer matrix.

The amount of the

disturbance to the flow is associated with the type
of particle.

If the particles are relatively rsmall

and widely dispersed in the soft matrix, "...they
will cause only little disturbance in the flow of
the matrix."(22) jf the second phase forms a contin-
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uous skeleton-like network, "...it must give way if
the whole piece of metal is to be deformed."v /
Considering particles of different shapes,
"...the disturbance is greater if for example an
elongated inclusion (particle) is arranged with its
long side in the direction of compression."

This

would also be the ease for irregularly shaped parti
cles.

The disturbance to the flow would cause greater

action on the jagged section of the particle which ex
tended into the direction of compression.

The result

is that the jagged section is torn away from the parti
cle and aligned at right angles to the direction of
compression.
"Assuming a hard particle, the matrix mass above
and beneath the inclusion has to undergo greater
specific compression than the material ahead of
the particle.
...Conversely, with a particle
arranged with its flat side perpendicular to the
direction of compression, the disturbance will be
less because of the smaller difference of the
flow velocities around it, on account of its lesser
height."(25)
The plastic flow of a two-phase alloy is further
complicated by the effects of strain hardening.
As we know, different materials react differently
to cold-work and this would be expected of the two
different phases present in a two-phase alloy.

Since

the soft matrix has already undergone considerable
deformation before the hard phase has deformed to any
extent, we might expect the strain hardening of the
second hard phase to lag behind that of the softer
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phase.

Due to the special flow around the particle,

it is exposed to special stresses other than pure
compression hence, ",,.it is uncertain whether the
strain-hardening curve of an embedded particle really
/o/»\
is the same as if the same material were free*,,v *
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CHAPTER III
THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF THE MATERIAL
The principal constituents of low carbon steel
at room temperature are ferrite and cementite, the
ferrite being the major phase.

The cementite may oc

cur in conjunction with the ferrite as pearlite or
may occur as discrete iron carbide particles.
Factors influencing the final room temperature
microstructure are the same factors which influence
the ferritic grain size (temperature of soaking,
time of soaking and time of transformation).

These

factors influence the type of cementite as to
whether it will occur in pearlite or as discrete
iron carbide particles.

Furthermore size, shape,

and distribution of these discrete iron carbide par
ticles are affected by these factors.
The ferrite plus cementite field may be entered,
on cooling from above the Ae^ (1335°F), from the
ferrite field for steels containing less than .037,
carbon.

For steels which contain more than .037,

carbon, the ferrite plus cementite field may be en
tered from the ferrite plus austenite field.
"Iron carbide as well as ferrite may form when
austenite transforms below the Ae, temperature
1335°F (725 C). The time reguirea to transform
completely at 1300°F, (705°C) may be more than
24 hours, whereas at 1000° to 1100°F (540-595°C)
it is a few seconds or less. Massive-type carbide
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particles are formed on transformation at 1300° F
(705 C), at lower temperatures either smaller
more dispersed carbide particles or pearlite are
formed, depending upon the extent to which the
remaining austenite is enriched in carbon by
prior ferrite formation."(27)
Below the Ae^ (1335° F) the solubility of carbon in
ferrite decreases to less than .03% carbon.

The ex

cess carbon is precipitated as iron carbide particles.
If precipitation occurs at relatively high tempera
tures (just below the Ae^) the particles are fairly
massive and occur in the ferrite grain boundary.

If

precipitated at lower temperatures, the particles are
smaller and tend to form within the ferrite grain.
Apparently undissolved carbide particles nucleate
precipitation.

"It should be noted that the preci

pitated 'carbide' never forms as pearlite but always
as discrete 'carbide' particles; pearlite being formed
only by the direct transformation from the a u s t e n i t e v
In the actual production of low carbon steel, the
structure resulting from the hot mill is less varied
than that which occurs after annealing.

The hot mill

structure usually consists of, in addition to ferrite:
(1) pearlite; (2) massive cementite, some of it en
veloping pearlite; (3) massive cementite.

From the

annealing furnaces the structure, besides the ferritic
matrix, varies according to size, shape, and distri
bution of the cementite and can consist of: (1) massive

'
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irregular shaped cementite; (2) thin plates of
cementite; (3) large spheroidized cementite parti
cles; (4) small cementite particles.
The cementite in (1) can occur in the grain
boundary or in the ferrite grain.

Type (2) is

found in the grain boundary and (3) and (4) are dis
persed in the ferrite grain.
The low carbon sheet steel used in this investi
gation was supplied by Republic Steel Corporation.
It had been previously cold reduced to .054 inches on
the tandem mill and box annealed for approximately 16
hours at 1250° F.

The wet chemical analysis of the

steel is an follows:
Carbon
Manganese
Phosphorus
Sulfur

.07%
137%
.014%
.019%

The spectrometric analysis of the residual elements
showed that the material contained:
Chromuim
Nickel
Molybdenum
Silicon
Manganese
Aluminim
Copper
Tin

less
less
less
less

than
than
than
than

less than

.010%
.010%
.010%
.010%
.36% (Recheck on wet
analysis)
.005%
.08%
.005%

This chemistry along with the previous treatment of
the material produced large masses of iron carbide
embedded in a ferrite matrix.

Due to the greater

length of soaking time with box anneal, the edges of
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Che sheets contained much more agglomerated cementite
widely dispersed in the ferrite as shown in Figure 19,
The center of the sheets, received less time of soak
ing, and the cementite is much smaller and occurs
more frequently in the structure as indicated in the
photomicrograph of Figure 10.

The material as a

whole was relatively clean and free from inclusions.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODS OF MEASURING THE ROLLING LOAD
The rolling load is defined by Deiter as "the
force with which the rolls press against the metal.
Numerous factors affect the value of the rolling
load and although different formulae have been ad
vanced by various investigators, each involves varied
aspects of these influencing factors.

Larke,^®^

in a non-mathematical treatment of the rolling load,
has summarized these effects.

They are-the surface

condition of the rolls, the initial material thickness,
the diameter of the rolls, the deformation resistance
of the material, the extent of the reduction affected,
the two-dimensional nature of the deformation, the
roll deformation or distortion and the presence of
front or back tension on the material being rolled.
Using Figure 1, some of the forces operating in
the roll throat may be considered.

At the entry plane

XX, the metal moves at less velocity than that of the
rolls.

This difference in velocity decreases as the

material moves toward plane SS.

At plane SS, the

velocity of the metal and rolls are the same, and is
considered to be the "no slip" plane.

Between planes

XX and SS, the rolls tend to drag the metal forward as
indicated by the tangential frictional force F^ as the

18

Figure 1.
Forces operating in roll throat. Shaded area
represents restricted rones of material flow.
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roll surface slips over the metal surface.

From SS to

the plane of exit YY, the metal moves faster than the
rolls and consequently, the frictional force F2 tends
to drag the metal back into the rolls.

Between X and

£ the metal attempts to flow backwards away from S,
but the frictional force F1 resists this flow.

Sim

ilarly, between S and Y the material attempts to flow
forward but is resisted by the frictional force F2.
The shaded area in Figure 1 represents the non-plastic
region of the material during rolling.
By direct measurement of the rolling load for any
particular rolling mill, the internal factors within
the mill which affect the value of the rolling load
are accounted for.

Various methods have been devised

for direct readings of the rolling load. Siebel and
(31)
Luegv ' used two quartz crystals inserted into the
roll.

One end on a metal pin was placed flush with the

roll surface radius, the other end was supported by the
two quartz crystals.

When the pin contacted the mater

ial being rolled, the pressure was transmitted to the
quartz crystals and measured by the piezo electric
effect set up in them.
Most rolling mills are equipped with load measur
ing devices installed between the hold down screw and
the top roll bearing chock.

The load cell consists of
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a metal column to which electrical resistance strain
gages are attached.

As a load is applied the com

pression of the metal column alters the resistance of
the wires within the strain gages and this change is
recorded by a Wheatstone bridge circuit.

The accuracy

of this method is of the magnitude of + 1%.
The load carrying element employed in the in
ductance type roll-force measuring equipment

consists

of a steel cylinder placed with axis vertical between
the screw and bearing chock.

The elastic compression

of the cylinder when a load is applied is a measure
of the roll force.

The compression is made to vary

the air gap in an inductive unit mounted inside the
steel cylinder.

The cylinders and the electrical

arrangements record the change in inductance result
ing from the change in the air gap and this is converted
into the deflection of meter pointers.

This method is

used as an alternate to the resistance strain measuring
device.
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CHAPTER V
MEASUREMENT OF THE ROLLING LOAD
Since a load cell could not be permanently in
stalled in the Stanat 315 experimental rolling mill,
another method of measuring the rolling load was
used.
Figure 2 shows a schematic of one end of the
mill housing, with the side closest to the rolls fac
ing the plane for the paper.

As can be seen from

this figure, the hold down screw is threaded through
the top collar of the mill housing.

The top roll

bearing chock is held in place by the wedge of the
hold down screw and the bottom bearing chock rests on
the bottom portion of the screw box hole.

Consequently,

as a load is applied during rolling, the stress is
transferred into the mill housing, causing the housing
to undergo elastic strain.

By applying a known load

under the hold down screws, a strain corresponding to
this load is developed in the mill housing.
A load cell was constructed to indicate a known
load.

The cell consisted of a 1018 steel cylinder one

and one-half inches in diameter by two and four-six
teenths inches high.

Two SR-4 strain gages were

attached to the cylinder axis directly opposite each
other as shown in Figure 3.

Although the cylinder was
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Figure 2.
Inside view of mill housing showing location of
strain gage.
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Figure 3.
Load cell with ball-cup attachment
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machined to insure maximum squareness, an applied load
which was not uniform over the diameter of the cylinder
would cause it to bend.

The symetrical placement of

the gages enabled the average strain to be calculated
by:

e

- g l + e2

average
P + MC
I and
e2 = A
e

where e^ = ^ — ^

and

is the strain recorded by the
strain gages,

P is the applied load,
MC
j — is the bending moment.
Or in effect, the moments, if bending of the cylinder
persisted, would cancel out, since one side of the
cylinder would have a plus or tensile moment and the
other side a minus or compressive moment.
The load cell was calibrated using a Riehle test
ing machine.

The cell was loaded in compression at

intervals of 3000 pounds and the strain readings
recorded up to 40,000 pounds load.

The cell was then

unloaded and strain reading recorded to insure no
hysteresis effect of the cell.

Figure 4 shows the

linear elastic relationship between the load and
the average strain in the load cell.
Although some variation in the average strain
can be noted, it is relatively small.

Since the load-

strain relationship falls through the origin and the

Applied load-pounds
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Average strain in load cell-microinches per inch.
Figure 4.
Relationship between applied load and average strain in
load cell.
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strain variations all have the same slope, the line
drawn through the points was assumed to be correct
enough, as the other experimental errors were con
siderably greater.

Table I gives the load-strain

readings taken during the calibration of the load
cell.
Several attempts were made to find the best
location of the SR-4 strain gage on the mill
housing.

The most convienient area which gave an

acceptable strain reading was found just above
and near the screw box hole as shown in Figure 2.
Keller, using a rubber model of a mill housing,
found that "the tensile stress in the posts varied
across their width from a maximum adjacent the
window equal to twice the average stress in the post,
to practically zero ...at the outer edge of the post.

(32)

This area was sanded and cleaned for maximum contact
of the strain gage to the mill post.
The rolls were removed from the mill and a metal
block inserted into the screw box hole so the load cell
would reach the hold down screw.

The strain gage at

tached to the mill housing was calibrated by turning the
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hold down screw against the load cell.

It was dis

covered, after several attempts had been made to
calibrate the strain in the housing, that the hold
down screw was applying a greater load to one edge of
the load cell causing it to bend to a great extent,
resulting in extreme scattering of the strain readings.
A steel ball and cup, shown in Figure 3 was placed
between the load cell and the hold down screw to allow
a point load to be applied.
of the mill calibration.

Figure 5 shows the set up

The linear relationship

between the strain in the housing versus the average
strain in the load cell is shown in Figure 6.

As can

be seen from this graph, some scattering of the points
still persisted and the line drawn through the points
does not go through the origin.

Consequently, the

slope and intercept were checked by the least squares
method and found to be approximately that of the line
drawn through the points.

This would constitute a

320 pound error in the readings which, considering the
magnitude of the experiment, is slight.

Also the

accuracy of reading the strain-indicator (discussed
in Appendix A) is about 5 microinches per inch which
corresponds to this discrepancy.
Since the load-strain- relationship was known for
the load cell, the load-strain-relationship for the
mill housing could be obtained as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 5,
Mill calibration set-up.

Load Associated with strain in load cell-pounds.

Average strain in load cell-microinches per inch
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Figure 6.
Relationship between the strain in the load cell and
the strain in the mill housing.

Load in mill housing-pounds
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Figure 7.
Relationship between the strain in the mill housing
and the applied load.
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The load recorded for the strain in the housing
corresponds to only half of the total rolling load,
since only one side of the mill housing was used in
the calibration.

The use of strain gages on both

sides of the mill housing seemed impractical be
cause the gages would have to be placed in exactly
the same position on both sides of the housing.

It

was much easier to place guides on the rolling table,
Figure 8, and roll the strip in the center of the
rolls which distributed the load equally to both
sides of the mill.
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Figure 8.
Rolling set-up with guides in place.
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C H A P T E R VI

THE ROLLING OF THE MATERIAL
After the mill had been calibrated to measure the
rolling load, the cold rolls were placed back in the
mill.

The cold rolls used were a high grade vanadium

alloy tool steel hardened to a Rockwell C-64 minimum,
ground and polished to a high finish.

The rolling

speed was set as 32 R.P.M., the lowest speed possible.
This was done to insure adequate time to make the
strain readings on the strain indicator.
It was realized that the material received con
tained larger, more agglomerated cemetite in the
edges and smaller and more frequently occuring ce
mentite on the center.

Hence, it was decided that

the edges would serve as one set of strips and the
center of the original sheet another set.
It should also be noted that due to roll defor
mation in the hot and cold mill the edges of the
original sheet are thinner and have a higher Rockwell
hardness.
The strips were cut to a size of

inches wide

by approximately 12 inches in length, the length not
being important other than that the longer the strip,
the longer the time for reading the strain.

The

edges of the strips were sanded down to remove burrs
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obtained in cutting the material.

Also, one end of

the strip was tapered down on both sides to make
entry of the strip into the mill occur with less
sudden strain on the housing and the shear pin in the
drive shaft of the mill.
The first strips were from the center of the
original sheet and were rolled in one pass per strip
up to approximately 50% reduction in thickness.
Three strips were rolled for a given reduction in
order to have an average value of the strain in the
housing.

Although the strain induced in the housing

by the rolling was dynamic, the strain reached a
maximum and held fairly constant throughout the
length of the strip being rolled.

In some cases

the strain did fluctuate but a maximum fluctuation
did not exceed more than approximately five microinches per inch.

A test strip was rolled with each

new reduction so that approximately a ten percent
reduction interval could be maintained.

Before and

after each pass a flat face micrometer was used to
measure the gage thickness.

In one pass, no greater

reduction than fifty percent could be obtained on
the mill.

Samples were taken from one strip per re

duction for microscopic examination and hardness
readings.
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The second set of strips was from the edge of
the original sheet.

The same procedure was used here

as in the first set of strips from the center of the
"as received" material.
Three strips were selected from the center of
the original sheet and rolled.

Each strip received

up to seventy percent total reduction at about ten
percent reduction intervals.

At approximately sixty

percent total reduction, a ten percent increase in
reduction could not be achieved, hence a smaller in
terval was required.

The strips were gaged before

and after each pass.

Samples were obtained from

the same strip after each reduction for metallographic
and hardness examination.
Three strips were also selected from the edge
portion of the orininal material and handled by the
same procedure as given above.
The samples used in the photomicrography were
all sectioned longitudinally to the direction of
rolling.

An etchant, standard to the steel industry,

to bring out the cementite and not the ferrite was
used.

It consisted of a saturated solution of picric

acid in methyl alcohol.

The samples were swabbed with

the etchant for approximately five seconds and then
dried.
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Hardness measurements of each sample were made
using a Rockwell superficial hardness tester.

Since

heavy loads caused penetration of the ball completely
through the thinner samples, the 15-T scale with a
15 kilogram load was used.
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CHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The results of the first set of strips rolled,
in which one center strip was rolled per reduction,
are tabulated in Table III.

The relationship between

the rolling load and the percentage reduction is
shown in Figure 9.

The smooth curve resulting from

this plot compares with similar curves of rolling
load versus percentage reduction.

(33)
7 The effects of

this curve on the microstructure are extremely inter
esting.

Figure 10 shows the center of the original

sheet in the "as received" condition.

Figure 11 is

the microstructure after initial reduction.

As can

be seen from this photomicrograph, no change can be
observed in the cementite formation.

Irregular

portions of the particles extend out at right angles
to the direction of rolling.
20; 27, reduction.

Figure 12 represents a

It can be noticed that initial

cracking of the cementite occurs at this reduction.
At a 29.47, reduction shown in Figure 13, cracking is
more pronounced and some displacement of the fragments
from the mother particle is apparent.

Up to this

reduction the curve has not changed its shape and
the rolling load increases steadily with greater
reductions.

Between 29.47, and 41.27, reduction, the
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curve does change its shape and becomes almost a
straight line between the two points.

Figure 14

shows the microstructure of the 41,2% reduction.
Displacement of the fragments is quite apparent in
this structure as is the absence of the protruding
portions of the particle perpendicular to the direction
of rolling.

From 41.27. to 48.67. reduction the curve

reverses and rolling load does not increase as much
with an increase in percentage reduction compared to
the lighter reductions.

Figure 15 shows the micro

structure at the 48.67, reduction.

The exposed smooth

surfaces of the cementite parallel to the direction
of rolling are easily seen.

Displacement in the direc

tion of rolling is readily seen.

Figure 16 represents

a 547, reduction, the last reduction in this set of
strips which was rolled.

The only change between this

structure and the previous one is in the somewhat
greater distance separating the fragmented particles.
The hardness versus the percentage reduction is
shown in Figure 17.

As can be seen the hardness in

creases with an increase in reduction.

It does,

however, begin to level off at about a forty percent
reduction corresponding to the change in the rolling
load-percentage reduction curve at about forty per
cent reduction.

Rolling load-pounds
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Figure 9.
Relationship between rolling load and percentage
reduction for center strip reduced in one pass
per strip.

Figure 10.
Center section; as received material;
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 11.
Center section; one pass; 11.1 % reduction.
Direction of rolling is from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.

Figure 12,
Center section; one pass; 20*2% reduction.
Direction of rolling is from bottom to top.
10G0X; picral etch.
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Figure 13.
Center section; one pass; 29.4% reduction.
Direction o£ rolling is from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 14.
Center section; one pass; 41.2% reduction.
Direction of rolling is from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 15,
Center section; one pass; 48.6% reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to t o p .
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 16,
Center section; one pass; 54% reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.

Rockwell hardness- 15 T scale
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Percentage Reduction
Figure 17.
Relationship between Rockwell hardness and percen
reduction for center strip reduced in one pass per
strip.
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The next set of strip rolled was the edge portion
of the "as received” material; the "as received"
microstructure of this edge portion is shown in Figure
19, in which the increased size of the cementite
particle as compared to the center section microstruc
ture can be observed.

Again three strips per set

were rolled in which each strip received only one pass.
Figure 18 shows the relationship between the rolling
load and the percentage reduction which is almost identical to the center strip curve.
Figure 20 shows the microstructure after an 11.6%
reduction.

No real change can be detected in compari

son to the "as received" material, however, some small
cracks have appeared in the cementite.

The photo

micrograph in Figure 21 is for a 19.3% reduction.

A-

gain some cracking can be observed but at this reduc
tion it is still not too apparent.

Jagged portions

of the particle extending perpendicular to the direc
tion of rolling are still connected to the mother
particle.

Figure 22 represents a 28.8% reduction.

Fragmentation is quite observable in this microstruc
ture, although some irregular projections of the
cementite remain connected.

Some displacement of the

fragments has commenced at this reduction.

Between

28.8% and 40.37. reduction the curve of rolling load
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versus the percentage reduction reverses and we find
that less of an increase in rolling load is re
quired for an increase in reduction.
presents the 40.3% reduction.

Figure 23 re

This structure shows

a displacement of the fragmented particles.

Also

there is an absence of irregular portions of the
particle extending out at right angles to the di
rection of rolling.

Figure 24 represents the micro

structure of an average reduction of 50.3%.

Here it

can be noticed that a fragmentation is much more
severe than in the previous reductions.

Displace

ment has occurred to about the same extent as in
the previous reduction, but the cementite is somewhat
larger in this photomicrograph.

Relatively smooth

surfaces are exposed parallel to the direction of
rolling.
Figure 25 shows the increase in hardness with
an increase in percentage reduction.

The leveling out

of the curve is not so apparent here as with the cen
ter samples.

However, the curve does begin to reach

a maximum at about a forty percent reduction, corres
ponding to the increased displacement of the fragments
at about a forty percent reduction, and also the re
versing of the rolling load-percentage reduction curve
which occurs at about a forty percent reduction.
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Figure 18.
Relationship between rolling load and percentage
reduction for edge strip reduced in one pass per
strip.
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Figure 19,
Edge section; as received material.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 20,
Edge section; one pass; 11.6% reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 21.
Edge section; one pass; 19.3% reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 22.
Edge section; one pass; 28.8% reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 23.
Edge section; one pass; 40.3% reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 24.
Edge section; one pass; 50.3% reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.

Rockwell Hardness- 15-T scale
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Percentage Reduction.
Figure 25.
Relationship between Rockwell hardness and percentage
reduction for edge strip reduced in one pass per strip.
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height of the particle has decreased since irregular
sections have broken away and displacement is quite
noticable.

It is at this point the curve reverses

and less increase in rolling load is associated
with an increase in reduction.

Figure 32 and 33,

567, and 627> total reduction respectfully, show a
further increase in fragment displacement with a
limited amount of fragmentation still occuring.

The

62% reduction corresponds to a maximum on the curve.
With futher reductions the rolling load drops off
rapidly.

Figure 34 shows the microstructure of a

677. total reduction.

It can be noticed that dis

placement has increased and only smooth surfaces of
the cementite are exposed parallel to the direction
of rolling.

Figure 35, 70.5% total reduction, indicates

a little more displacement than the previous figure.
The larger particles of cementite have displaced
from each other to a greater extent.
The hardness versus percentage total reduction is
extremely interesting.

As shown in Figure 36, the

hardness increases with increasing total reduction up to
about 507c total reduction, where it begins to trend
towards a maximum.

The point on this curve is associ

ated with the reversing of the rolling load-percentage
reduction curve which occurs at about 50% total reduc
tion.

Past the 62% total reduction, the same reduction

is observed in the rolling load-percentage reduction

Rolling load-pounds
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Figure 26.
Relationship between rolling load and percentage
reduction for center strip reduced at approximately
ten percent intervals.
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Figure 27.
Center section; one pass; 12% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 28*
Center section; two passes; 20*2% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 29.
Center section; three passes; 30% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 30,
Center section; four passes; 39.2% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 31.
Center section; five passes; 50.17. total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 32.
Center section; six passes; 56.0% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
oicral etch.
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Figure 33.
Center section; seven passes; 62.6% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 34.
Center section; eight passes; 67.0% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 35.
Center section; nine passes; 70.5% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.

Rockwell hardness- 15-T scale
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Figure 36.
Relationship between Rockwell hardness and percentage
reduction for center strip reduced at approximately
ten percent intervals.
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curve; the hardness drops off with increasing reductions
just as the rolling load drops off with increasing
reduction past 6270 reduction.
For the final rolling operation, three strips were
selected from the edge region of the original sheet and
rolled, as previously discussed, using approximately
ten percent reduction intervals per pass up to a total
reduction in thickness of about seventy percent.

The

rolling load-percentage total reduction curve is shown
in Figure 37.

This curve is similar to that of the

previously discussed curve of Figure 26.
Figure 38 shows a 11.1% reduction.

The cementite

in the photomicrograph completes a network around a
ferrite grain.

The ferrite, enclosed by this net

work, obviously has not undergone any reduction, since
the cementite has not broken up at all.

The photo

micrograph in Figure 39 for a 20.4% total reduction
indicates fragmentation of the cementite with some
displacement of the fragments.

The cementite in

Figure 40 has fragmented to some extent with little
displacement in the direction of rolling of the
fragments after a 29.67. total reduction.

The outline

of the ferrite grain can be seen from the pattern of
the cementite.

At several different places on the

cementite, notches can be noticed on the surface of the
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cementite, indicating the initiation of fragmentation.
The structure in Figure 41, 38% total reduction, shows
more fragmentation and also some notches where future
fragmentation will occur.

Some displacement of the

already fragmented particles has taken place.

The

rolling load-percentage reduction curve reverses at
about a 49% total reduction corresponding to Figure 42.
The absence of any protruding irregular sections of
the cementite can be observed in this photomicrograph.
Up to this reduction, the cementite particles all re
vealed these protrusions at right angles to the direc
tion of rolling.

Fragmentation appears to almost be

completed at this reduction, and the distance of dis
placement has increased.

The cementite in Figures 43

and 44 indicate about the same amount of fragmentation
and displacement for a 56% and 61.8% total reduction,
respectively.

The 61.8% reduction corresponds to a

maximum on the rolling load-percentage reduction
curve.

The cementite in the photomicrograph of

Figure 45 (66.97. total reduction) is much larger
than in the previous photomicrographs but displace
ment of these large particles has occurred exten
sively.

Only smooth surfaces are exposed by the

cementite parallel to the direction of rolling.

The

last photomicrograph, Figure 46, represents a 69.5%
total reduction.

The cementite here has been displaced
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to a greater extent than in any previous reductions.
The cementite is aligned with the direction of roll
ing and only smooth surfaces are exposed to the flow
of the ferrite.
The hardness-percentage total reduction curve is
shown in Figure 47.

Again a leveling off of the hard

ness with increasing reduction is observed at a 49%
reduction and a decrease in hardness is observed
after a 61.8% reduction has been reached.

Again

these points correspond to the reversal and drop of
the rolling load-percentage reduction curve.
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Figure 37.
Relationship between rolling load and percentage
reduction for edge strip reduced at approximately
ten percent intervals.
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Figure 38.
Edge section; one pass; 11.1% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 39,
Edge section; two passes; 20.4% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 40,
Edge section; three passes; 29.67. total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 41.
Edge section; four passes; 38.3% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 42.
Edge section; five passes; 49.2% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 43*
Edge section; six passes; 56.1% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 44.
Edge section; seven passes; 61.8% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 45*
Edge section; eight passes; 66.9% reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.
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Figure 46.
Edge section; nine passes; 69.5% total reduction.
Direction of rolling from bottom to top.
1000X; picral etch.

Rockwell hardness- 15-T scale
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Figure 47.
Relationshio between Rockwell hardness and percentage
reduction for edge strip reduced at approximately ten
percent intervals.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
From the results of this investigation the
following is concluded:
1.

A method has been devised which will
allow the measurement of the dynamic
rolling load on the Stanat 315 exper
imental rolling mill.

2.

Initial cracking and fragmentation of
the smaller cementite particles and
larger cementite particles occurs at
about the same reduction.

3.

The absence of irregular sections of the
cementite which protrude at right angles
to the direction of rolling is noticed in
the strips receiving only one pass, at less
reduction than in the strips receiving
more than one pass.

In both cases, :>with

the absence of these protruding sections a
lesser increase in rolling load is re
quired with an increase in reduction.
4.

In the strips receiving only one pass and
the strips receiving more than one pass,
protruding sections of the cementite are
broken off at approximately the same roll
ing load of 44,000 pounds.
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5.

In the absence of the protruding sections
of the cementite particles, for the strip
receiving only one pass:
a)

The ferrite flows more freely.

b)

A maximum hardness is obtained.

c)

A less rolling load with increasing
reduction is required.

d)

A greater displacement of the cementite
particles is observed.

6.

In the absence of the protruding sections
of the cementite particles, for the strip
receiving more than one pass:
a)

The ferrite flows more freely.

b)

A maximum hardness is obtained.

c)

A less rolling load with increasing
reduction is required.

d)

A greater displacement of the cementite
particles is observed.
(1)

As the displacement of the cementite
particles increases a critical dis
tance between the particles produces
(a)

A release of the stresses accu
mulated in the ferrite.

(b)

A drop in the rolling load with
increasing reduction.

(c)

A drop in the hardness with
increasing reduction.
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The results of this investigation are in accord
with the work of Hermann Unckel:

Irregular protrusions

extending at right angles to the direction of rolling
cause a greater disturbance to the flow of the softer
phase.

After these protrusions have been broken off

and smooth surfaces are exposed parallel to the direc
tion of rolling, the softer phase flows more freely
and with less disturbance to the flow.

The plastic

deformation of a much harder second phase embedded in
a soft matrix is insignificant compared to the defor
mation of the softer phase and the test-piece as a
whole.
Also from this investigation, it can be concluded
that a temper pass or skin roll, used in the steel in
dustry, has no effect on the cementite in the ferrite
matrix.

A 707. total reduction displaces the frag

mented cementite to a great extent, and in the author’s
opinion, annealing should result in smaller and more
frequently occurring cementite particles.
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TABLE I
CALIBRATION OF LOAD CELL
Load
lbs.

Strain in Load Cell
SR-4 Gage No. 2
SR-4 Gage No. 1
Reading; Difference
Reading Difference

Average
Difference
of No.l
and No. 2

Run No. 1
0
3,000
6,000
9,000
12,000
15,000
18,000
21,000
24,000
27,000
30,000
33,000
36,000
39,000

288
231
57
18l
107
15S
130
216
72
28
260
303
1965
1900
3SS
i860
42S
1820
46B
1731
507
539
1749
57S
1710
1678
610
289 check

1S33
1 S10
1765
1720
1680
1630
1569
1560
1500
1450
1391
1342
1290
1230
lS32check

23
68
113
153
203
264
273
333
383
442
491
543
603

40.0
87.5
135.5
184.5
234.0
283.5
330.-5
3^0.5
425.5
474.5
515.0
560.5
606.5

1 S32
17S0
52
123
1709
1630
202
1560
272
1490
342
1425
407
1359
473
1295
537
1239
593
11S0
652
707
1125
762
1070
1005
S27
1S35 eheck

45.5
91.0
144.5
190.0
239.5
287.0
335.5
337.5
430.5
479.5
522.0
565.0
612.5

Run No. 2
0
3,000
6,000
9,000
12,000
15,000
IS,000
21,000
24,000
27,000
30,000
33,000
36,000
39,000

2SS
249
39
229
59
201
S7
ISO
10S
151
137
121
167
19S
90
50
23S
20
26S
1961
307
1951
337
1920
36S
1S90
39S
2SS check
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TABLE I (continued)
Run No, 3
0
3,0 0 0
6,000
9,000
12 ,0 0 0

15,000
id,ooo
2 1,0 0 0
24,000

27,000
30,000

33,000
36,000
39,000

266
262

26

17 6 2

246
225

40
63

1670

1633

200
176

66
110

145

143
177
213
246
269
320
367
396
check

112

75
40
1999
I960
1921
1690
269

1602

1535
14 6 6
1400

1345
1269
1230

71
163
231
296
365

46.5
101.5
147.0
193.0
237.5

432
466

2 6 6 .0

544
603

656
1175
1120
713
766
1065
1006
625
1635 check

332.5
376.5
425.5
473.5
516.5
567.5
611.5

Run No. 4
0
12,000
24,000
36,000

269
66
201
2 16
71
1920
369
269 check

1635
1530
305
546
1269
1066
767
1635 check

196.5
362.0
566.0

Run No. 5
0
9,000
16,000
27,000
36,000

269
66
221
141
148
32
257
366
1923
269 check

1*35
226
1609
430
1405
1240
595
1070
765
1635 check

147
269
426
566.5
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T ABLE II

CALIBRATION OF MILL HOUSING
Strain Reading in Load Cell

microinches per inch
SR-4 Gage No.l
SR-4 Gage No.2
Reading Difference Reading Difference

Strain Reading in
Mill Housing

microinches per inch
Average
SR-4 Gage No.3
Differ- Reading Difference
ence of
No.l& No.2

Run No. 1
1750
1662
1620
1576
1520
1491
1441
1750 check

66
130
172
230
259
309

165
42
143
I960
225
1900
265
1600
365
1750
430
1690
490
165 check

105.5
177.5
226.5
307.5
344.5
399.5

40
16
56
70
30
40
60
51
91
60
100
70
110
40 check

113.5
232.5
296.0
357.5
401.0

40
6
52
40
60
50
90
60
100
70
110
40 check

57.0
126.5
267.0
332.0
374.5
405.0

40
9
49
20
60
49
69
60
100
62
102
70
110
40 check

76.5
133.0
191.5
230.0
301.5
360.5

41
11
52
60
19
70
29
36
79
50
91
66
109
40 check

Run No. 2
1750
1660
1575
1532
1490
1451
1750 check

70
175
216
260
299

165
56
157
290
1695
1611
374
1730
455
1662
503
165 check
Run No. 3

1750
1711
16$0
1550
1510
1461
1452
1750 check

39
100
200
240
269
296

165
110
75
26
157
1642
334
1761
424
460
1705
512
1673
165 check
Run No. 4

1751
1649
1565
1479
1422
1309
1190
1752 check

102
166
272
329
442
561

190
51
139
60
110
111
79
59
131
16 1
29
200
1990
169 check
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T A B L E II

SR-4 Gage No.l
Reading Difference

(continued)

SR-4 Gage No.2
Reading Difference

Average
SR-4 Gage No.3
Differ- Reading Difference
ence of
No.l& No.2

Run No. 5
1750
1730
1691
1650
1611
1569
1470
1752 check

20
59
100
139
l8l
280

189
111
78
40
149
1970
219
1918
271
1832
357
1718
471
190 check

49.0
104.0
159.5
205.0
269.0
375.0

40
50
10
60
20
70
30
80
40
51
91
110
70
41 check

507
122
227
321.5
393

30
38
8
20
50
39
69
88
58
100
70
30 check

79.0
106.5
243.0
306.0
403.0

30
10
40
15
55
70
40
53
83
70
100
30 check

63.5
136.5
212.5
274.5
350.0
402.0

29
10
39
21
50
62
33
46
75
61
90
100
71
29 check

Run No. 6
1740
1700
40
1650
90
169
1571
1509
231
281
1459
1740 check

175
100
75
21
154
1890
285
412
1763
1670
505
175 check
Run No. 7

1740
167S
1622
1560
1525
1449
1740 check

62
118
180
215
291

175
96
79
1980
195
306
1869
177#
397
1660
515
175 check
Run No. 8

1740
1688
1632
1580
1541
1495
1460
1740 check

52
108
160
199
245
280

175
100
75
10
165
1910
265
350
1825
1720
455
1651
564
175 check
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T A B L E III
C E N T E R SECTION; O N E PAS S P E R STRIP

Strain
microinches per inch
Original Final Differ
ence

Gage
inches

Percent Reduc- Hardtion in
ness
Thickness
Rockwell
Average Original Final
% Average 15-T
Differ
Scale
ence

762
763
769

745
745
750

17
1#
19

1#.0

.0545
.0545
.0$45

.04# 5 1 1 .0
.04#5 1 1 .0
.0435 1 1 .0

1 1 .0

#2.7

771
771
771

739
739
739

32
32
32

32.0

.0545
.0545
.0545

.0435 20 .2
.0435 20.2
.0435 20 .2

20.2

#$.#

770
771
771

720
72$
721

50
46
50

4#. 6

.0545
.0545
.0545

.03#5 29.4
.0335 29.4
.0385 29.4

29.4

#7.3

771
771
771

690
692
692

#1
79
79

79.6

.0545
.0545
.0545

.0320 4 1 .2
.0320 4 1 .2
.0320 4 1 .2

4 1 .2

88.7

#00
#00
#00

712
709
709

##
91
91

90.0

.0545
.0545
.0545

.0280 4 8 .6
.0280 4 8 .6
,02#0 4 8 .6

48.6

8#.9

#20
#20
#20

720
720
720

100
100
100

100.0

.0545
.0545
.0545

.0250 54.0
.0250 54.0
.0250 54.0

54.0

89.4
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T A B L E IV
EDGE SECTION;

Strain
microinches per inch

ONE PASS P E R STRIP

Percent ReHardduction in
ness
Thickness
Rockwell
15-T
Original Final Differ Average Original Final
Average
%
Differ
ence
Scale
ence
650

17.3

.0545
.0545
.0545

.0485 1 1 . 0
.0 4 8 0 11.9
.0 4 8 0 11.9

1 1 .6

86

30
32
32

31.3

.0545
.0545
.0545

.0440 19.3
.0440 19.3
.044G 19.3

19.3

88

600
591
595

50
59
55

54.6

.0545
.0545
.0545

.0390 28.5
.0390 28.5
.0385 29.4

2 8 .8

90

588
588

82
8 1 .6

92

81

.0325 40.3
.0325 40.3
.0325 40.3

40.3

589

.0545
.0545
.0545

600
595
595

100

103.3

.0545
.0545
.0545

.0 2 5 0 54.0
.0 2 8 0 4 8 .6

50.3

94

632

19
15
18

650
650
650

620
6 18
6 18

650
650
650
670

650
650

670
670
700

700
700

Gage
inches

631
635

82

105
105

.0285 47.8
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TABLE V
C E N T E R SECTION; M O R E THAN ON E PASS P E R STRIP

Strain
microinches per inch

Gage
inches

Percent Reduction
in Thickness

Rockwell
Hardness

Orig Final Differ Average Orig- Final Per Total Average 15-T
Differ inal
Scale
inal
ence
Pass
ence
750
750
750

723
723
723

22
22
22

22

.0545 .0430 12.0
.0545 .0430 12.0
.0545 .0430 12.0

12.0
12.0
12.0

12.0

34.5

750
750
750

721
725
721

29
25
29

27.6

.0430 .0435 9.4
.0430 .0430 10.4
.0430 .0435 9.4

20.2
21.1
20.2

20.5

36.7

750
750
750

720
720
721

30
30
29

29.6

.0435 .0330 12.6
.0430 .0335 11.5
.0435 .0330 12.6

30.4
29.4
30.4

30.0

33.1

750
750
750

715
715
714

35.
35
36

35.3

.0330 .0330 13.2
.0335 .0330 13.2
.0330 .0335 11.3

39.5
39.5
33.6

39.2

33.6

750
750
750

695
692
695

55
53
55

56.0

.0330 .0270 13.2
.0330 .0275 16.7
.0335 .0270 13.2

50.5
49.5
50.5

50.1

91

750
750
750

634
639
639

66
61
61

62.6

.0270 .0240 11.1
.0275 .0240 12.7
.0270 .0240 11.1

56.0
56.0
56.0

56.0

91

750
750
750

630
632
630

70
63
70

69.3

.0240 .0210 12.5
.0240 .0200 16.7
.0240 .0210 12.5

61.5
63.2
61.5

62

91

750
750
750

634
692
631

66
53
69

64.3

.0210 .0130 14.3
.0200 .0130 9.5
.0210 .0130 14.3

67.0
67.0
67.0

39

750
750
750

695
700
692

55
50
53

54.3

.0130 .016
.0130 .016
.0130 .016

70.5
70.5
70.5

37

11.1
11.1
11.1
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T A B L E VI
E D G E SECTION; M O R E THAN O N E PASS P E R STRIP

Strain
microinches per inch

Gage
inches

Percent Reduction
in Thickness

Rockwell
Hardness

Orig Final Differ Average Orig- Final Per Total Average 15-T
ence
Diff er- inal
Pass
Scale
inal
ence
750
750
750

720
729
729

22
21
21

21.3

.0540 .0400 11.1
.0540 .0430 11.1
.0540 .0430 11.1

11.1
11.1
11.1

11.1

04*3

750
750
750

723
726
723

27
24
27

26.0

.0430 .0430 10.4
.0430 .0430 10.4
.0430 .0430 10.4

20.4
20.4
20.4

20.4

37.3

750
750
750

720
720
721

30
30
39

29.6

.0430 .0330 11.6
.0430 .0300 11.6
.0430 .0330 11.6

29.6
29.6
29.6

29.6

33.3

750
750
750

714
714
712

36
36
33

36.2

.0300 .0335 11.0
.0330 .0335 11.0
.0300 .0330 13.2

33.0
33.0
33.9

33.3

03.0

750
750
750

693
692
692

57
53
53

57.6

.0335 .0270 19.4
.0335 .0275 17.9
.0330 .0275 16.7

49.6
49.0
49.0

49.2

90.5

750
750
750

606
609
602

64
61
60

64.3

.0270 .0235 13.0
.0275 .0240 12.7
.0275 .0235 14.5

56.5
55.5
56.5

56.1

91

750
750
750

601
609
604

69
61
66

65.3

.0235 .0200 14.9
.0240 .0210 12.5
.0235 .0210 10.6

63.0
61.2
61.2

61.0

91

750
750
750

600
690
691

62
60
59

60.3

.0200 .0100 10.0
.0210 .0100 14.3
.0210 .0100 14.3

66.9
66.9
66.9

66.9

09

750
750
750

691
695
691

59
55
59

56.6

.0100 .0165
.0100 .0165
.0100 .0165

69.5
69.5
69.5

69.5

06

0.4
0.4
0.4
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THE SR-4 TYPE "N” PORTABLE STRAIN INDICATOR
AND SR-4 STRAIN GAGES.
The SR-4 Type ”N” Portable Strain Indicator is
used for field and laboratory measurement of strain
in structures and machines by indicating the changes
of electrical resistance in SR-4 bonded wire strain
gages.

Its operation is equivalent to that of a

Wheatstone bridge circuit.
The instrument has been designed to work with
resistance wire strain gages having a gage factor of
any value from 1.77 to 2.20.

The SR-4 strain gages

used in this investigation had as gage factor 2.01
and a resistance of 119.6 ohms.
The balancing dial is graduated .0-2000 micro
inches per inch.

The "thousands” switch shifts the

reference point of the balancing dial by 2000 micro
inches per inch for each step of the switch.

The

balance meter has an approximate range of 50-0-50
microinches per inch of strain.
A compensating gage is inserted into the cir
cuit to account for any temperature change which
might occur.
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